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We verify a conjecture of J. A. Bondy and M. Simonovits (Canad. J. Math. 32, 
No. 4 (1980), 987-992) by showing that there exists a constant c > 0 such that every 
3-connected cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least 1 G 1’. ‘(‘1 1986 Academic Pres,. 
Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTION 
The problem of finding bounds on the length of a longest cycle in cubic 
graphs was first raised by Tait in [ 1 l] where he conjectured that all planar 
3-connected cubic graphs are hamiltonian. This conjecture was disproved 
by Tutte [12]. Later Grunbaum and Motzkin [7], Walther [14, 151, and 
Grunbaum and Walther [S] constructed infinite families of planar 3-con- 
netted cubic graphs G such that the longest cycle in G is at most / G I’ for 
various constants t < 1. As a lower bound, Barnette showed in [I] that 
every planar 3-connected cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least 3 
log, IGI - 10. 
For cubic graphs which are not necessarily planar, Bondy and 
Entringer [3] improved the above result of Barnette by showing that every 
2-connected cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least 4 log, 1 G 1 - 
4 log,log, 1 G I- 20. An example due to Lang and Walther [lo] shows that 
this result is essentially best possible for the class of 2-connected cubic 
graphs. 
Subsequently, Bondy and Simonovits [S] proved that every 3-connected 
cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least exp(c, Jm) and con- 
structed an infinite family of 3-connected cubic graphs G whose longest 
cycle has length at most I G 1’ for c = log 8/lag 9 ( -0.96). Furthermore they 
conjectured that there exists a constant t>O such that every 3-connected 
cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least 1 G I ‘. We shall resolve this con- 
jecture by showing: 
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THEOREM 1. Let G be a 3-connected cubic graph and e, , e2 E E(G). Then 
e, and ez are contained in a cycle of G of length at least 1 G 1’ + 1 for t = 
log,( 1 + 3) - 1 (N 0.69). 
We shall use the terminology of [4] with the following exceptions. All 
graphs considered are finite and without loops. By a multigraph we shall 
mean a graph which may contain multiple edges and we will reserve the 
term graph for those without multiple edges. Given a graph G we shall 
denote / V(G) ( by / G / . Given a subgraph H of G we shall use G/H to 
denote the multigraph obtained by contracting H to a single vertex 
x E V(H). This is the graph with vertex set V(G)\( V(H)\ {x}) and edge set 
E(G)\E(H) such that an edge e is incident with a vertex u #x in G/H if 
and only if e is incident with v in G, and e is incident with x in G/H if and 
only if e is incident with a vertex of H in G. 
2. SOME RESULTS CONCERNING 3EDGE CUTS IN CUBIC GRAPHS 
In the following five lemmas we shall use G to denote a 3-connected 
cubic graph. In the proofs we will use the fact that if H is a graph of 
maximum degree at most three then the (vertex) connectivity of H is equal 
to its edge connectivity. 
LEMMA 1. ZfE,=(e,f,g) . IS a 3-edge cut of G then G-E, consists of 
exactly two non-separable components. 
ProoJ: Since G is 3-connected, each component of G-E, is incident 
with e, f, and g. Thus G - E, has exactly two components B, and D,. Sup- 
pose B, is separable and choose an edge h of B, such that B, -h consists of 
two components B, and D,. Since each edge of E, is incident with exactly 
one vertex of B, we may assume that D, is incident with at least two edges, 
e and f say, of E,. Then B, is a component of G - {g, h}. This contradicts 
the hypothesis that G is 3-connected and hence B, and D, are non- 
separable. 
We shall say that a 3-edge cut of G, E, , is non-trivial if each component 
of G-E, has more than one vertex. We shall denote the set of all non- 
trivial 3-edge cuts of G by B(G). Note that since G is 3-connected, each 
E, E 6(G) is an independent set of edges of G. 
LEMMA 2. Let E,= {e,f,g} b e an element of O(G) and let B, and D, be 
the components of G-E,. Then DT = GJB, is a 3-connected cubic graph. 
Suppose, in addition, that E, is chosen amongst all the elements of B(G) 
which contain e, such that V(D,) is minimal with respect to set inclusion. Zf 
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lD,1>3 then H,, the cubic (multi-) graph homeomorphic to 0: -e, is a 
3-connected graph. 
Proof: We first show that 0: is a 3-connected cubic graph. The fact 
that 0: is cubic and without multiple edges follows since E, is a set of 
three independent edges of G. To see that DT is 3-connected, notice that 
any edge cut of 0: is also an edge cut of G. 
We next show that H, is a 3-connected cubic graph. The fact that H, is 
cubic follows from the definition of Hr. Suppose H, is not 3-edge connec- 
ted and let E, be an edge cut of HI with 1 E, 1 < 2. Then E, = E2 u {e} is an 
edge cut of 0:. Since 07 is 3-connected it follows that 1 E, ( = 3 and e is 
incident with a subdivided edge in each component of H, - E?. Thus each 
component of 0: -E, has more than one vertex. Let D, be the component 
of 0: - E3 which does not contain {f, g>. Then D3 is also a component of 
G - E3. Thus E3 E B(G). Since D, is a proper subgraph of D,, this con- 
tradicts the choice of E, to minimize V(D,). Thus H, is 3-edge connected. 
Since 1 HI I > 2, it follows that H, has no multiple edges and that H, is 
3-connected. 
LEMMA 3. Let E,= {e,,f,,g,} and E,= {e,,f,,g,j be two distinct 
elements of 8(G). For i = 1,2 let Bi and Di be the components of G - Ei. Put 
m, = E, n E(D,), m2 = E, n E(B,), m, = E2 n E, and suppose that m, 3 1. 
Then either 
(a) m, = 3, m, = 0, m3 = 0, or 
(b) m, =2, m,=O, m3= 1. 
Furthermore in both (a) and (b), either B, or D2 is a proper subgraph of D, . 
Proof Relabelling if necessary we may assume that ez E E(D, ). Since 
the two vertices incident with e2 belong to different components of G - E2 
it follows that E2 n E(D,) is an edge cut of D1. Since D, is nonseparable, 
byLemmal,wehavem,=(E,nE(D,)ja2. 
Suppose m, = 3. Then (a) holds. Furthermore, since G - Ez is disconnec- 
ted, some component B of D1 - E, is incident with no edge of E, . Clearly B 
is both a proper subgraph of D, and a component of G - E,. 
Suppose m, = 2 and relabel if necessary so that E2 nE(D,) = {e,, f2}. 
Let B3 and D, be the components of D, - {e,, f2}. Since G is 3-connected 
B, and D, are both incident with at least one edge of E,. Without loss of 
generality assume that B, is incident with e, and D, is incident with fi and 
g,. Since B, is non-separable and G - E2 is disconnected we must have 
e,EEz. Thus e,=g,, m,=O, m3=1, and B, is both a proper subgraph of 
D, and a component of G - E,. 
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LEMMA 4. Let e, and e2 be distinct edges incident with a vertex v of G 
and El= {e~~fl~gl~ and Ez = (e2, f2, g2} be two elements of O(G). For 
i E ( 1,2 ), let B, and Di be the components of G - Ei with v E V(D;). Then 
V(B,) n V(Bd = 0. 
Proof. Since VE V(D,) we have e2e E(D,) and thus E,n E(D,)#@. 
By Lemma 3, E, n E(B,) = 0. Thus B,, e,, and v are contained in the 
same component D, of G-E,. Hence V(B,) n V(B,) = 0. 
LEMMA 5. Let e,, e,, e, be distinct edges of G and v1 and v2 be distinct 
vertices of G such that e, and e, are incident with v, and e, and e2 are 
incident with v2. Let E, = (e,, fi, g,) and E, = {e,, f2, gz\ be two elements 
of 8(G). For ie f 1,2}, let Bi and D, be the components of G - Ei with 
e0 E E(Di), and suppose that E, has been chosen amongst all elements of O(G) 
which contain ei, such that ( D, ( is minimal. Then either 
(a) E, = Ez and B, = B,, or 
(b) VB, 1 n I/(&) = 0. 
Proof Clearly if E, = Ez then B, = B,. Hence suppose E, # E,. By 
Lemma 3, ) E, n E, ) 6 1. Since e, # e2 we may assume by symmetry that 
ez&E,. Since e,,E E(D,) we have O,E V(D,) and thus e,EE(DI). Thus 
Ez n E(D,) # 0 and by Lemma 3 either B, or D, is a proper subgraph of 
D,. If V(B,)c V(Dl) then V(B2)n V(B,)=@ which gives (b). Thus we 
are left with the case when Dz is a proper subgraph of D, . Since e, $ E(D, ) 
it follows that e, q! E(D,). Since e,E E(D,) we have vi E V(D,) and thus 
e, E E,. This is impossible since E, and D, would contradict the choice of 
E, as an element of 0(G) which contains e, and minimises ID, I. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1. 
We shall use the facts that if t = log,( 1 + 3) - 1 and n and x are 
integers then 
(a) (n-x)‘+x’>n’+ 1 for 46x<n-4, and 
(b) (n-2x)‘+x’3n’ for 0<4x<n. 
We proceed by contradiction. We assume the theorem is false and choose a 
graph G together with distinguished edges e, and e2 to be a counterexam- 
ple with as few vertices as possible. Since any pair of edges of K, are con- 
tained in a Hamilton cycle and 4’ + 1 < 4, we deduce that ) G 1 2 6. We first 
prove four propositions concerning the structure of G. 
PROPOSITION 1. The edges e, and e2 are not adjacent. 
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Proof: Suppose e, and e, are both incident with a vertex u of G and let 
e3 be the other edge incident with u. Let H be the cubic multigraph 
homeomorphic to G - e3. 
Suppose H is 3-connected. Since ) HI > 4 we deduce that H contains no 
multiple edges. Let f be the edge of H corresponding to {e,, e2). Since 
1 H( < ( G 1, it follows that f is contained in a cycle C, of H of length at least 
1 H 1’ + 1. Clearly C, corresponds to a cycle C of G containing e i and e, and 
of length at least 1 C, 1 + 1. Thus 
ICI 2 )C,)+l 2 (HI’+2 = (IGI-2)‘+2 > IGI’+l 
by (b), since 1 G ( > 4. This contradicts the choice of G. 
The only alternative is that H is not 3-connected. It follows that e3 is 
contained in a non-trivial 3-edge cut E3 = {e3, f3, g3} of G. Let B, and D3 
be the components of G - E, with e, , e2 E E( D3). We may assume that E3 
has been chosen amongst all the elements of O(G) which contain e3, so that 
V(D,) is minimal with respect to set inclusion. Put B: = G/D, and 
Df = G/B,. Then BT and 0: are 3-connected by Lemma 2. Since I B: I < 
lGI,B:containsacycleC,suchthatf,,g,~E(C,)and IC21>IB~l’+1. 
If ) D3 I = 3 then using Lemma 1 we deduce that D3 is a 3-cycle. Let C be 
the cycle of G with E(C)= E(C,)u {e,, e2}. Then 
This contradicts the choice of G and hence 1 D, 1 > 3. 
Thus H,, the cubic graph homeomorphic to 0: -e, is 3-connected by 
Lemma 2. Let fi and fi be the edges of H, corresponding to (e,, ez} and 
( f3, g, >, respectively. Since ( H, I < 1 G 1, H, contains a cycle C3 such that 
fi,f2EE(C3) and IC31>IH31’+1. 
LetCbethecycleofGwithE(C)=E(C,)u(E(C,)\{f,,fi))uie,,e,}. 
Then 
by (a), since 1 B: it / H, f = 1 G 1, I B: I 2 4, and j H, ) 2 4. This contradicts 
the choice of G and completes the proof of Proposition 1. 
PROPOSITION 2. Neither e, nor e2 is an edge of a 3-cycle of G. 
Proof Suppose T is a 3-cycle of G containing e,. Then ez 4 E(T) by 
Proposition 1. Let H be the graph obtained from G by contracting T to a 
single vertex and let f be an edge of G - E(T) which is adjacent to e, in G. 
Since 1 G ( k 6, it follows from Lemma 2 that H is 3-connected. Since 
lffl<lGl, we may deduce that H contains a cycle C, such that 
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e?,f~ E(C,) and ( C1 12 1 HI’+ 1. Clearly CI gives rise to a cycle C of G 
such that e, , e2 E E(C) and 
This contradicts the choice of G and completes the proof of Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. Neither e, nor e2 is contained in a non-trivial 3-edge cut 
of G. 
ProojI Suppose E, = {e, , f, , g, } is an element of 8(G) containing e, , 
and possibly e2 as well. Let B, and D, be the components of G-E, where 
e2 $ E(B,) and put B: = G/D, and 0: = G/B,. Then B: and Df are 3-con- 
netted by Lemma 2. Since I DT I < I G 1, 0: contains a cycle C, such that 
el, e2E E(C,) and I Cr I > ID: I’+ 1. Relabeling fi and g, if necessary, we 
may assume that fi E E(C,). Since I B: I < I G 1, B: contains a cycle C, such 
that e,,f,EE(C*) and (C,I>(B~l’+l. Let C be the cycle of G with 
E(C)=E(C,)uE(C,). Then e,,e,EE(C) and 
by (a), since IB:Ia4, ID:I>4, and ~B~~+~B~~=~G~+2. This con- 
tradicts the choice of G and completes the proof of Proposition 3. 
PROPOSITION 4. No 3-edge cut of G separates e, and e2. 
Proof: Suppose E3 = (e3,f3, g3) is an element of 8(G) such that B, and 
D, are the components of G -E, and e, E E(B,) and e2 E E(D,). We may 
assume that I B, I > I D3 I and that E3 has been chosen such that I D3 I is as 
small as possible. Note that D, is non-separable by Lemma 1 and since 
e2 E E(D,) we may use Proposition 2 to deduce that /D, 1 > 3. Let 
B; = G/D, and 0: = G/B,. Then B: and 0: are 3-connected by Lemma 2. 
Since I B: I < I G I, Bz contains a cycle C, such that e,, e3 E E(C,) and 
I C, I 3 I B: I’+ 1. Relabelling if necessary we may assume that f3 E E(C,). 
Let H, be the cubic (multi-) graph homeomorphic to 0: -g, and let e4 be 
the edge of H, corresponding to {e,, f,}. 
Suppose HI is a 3-connected graph. Since ( H, I < I G 1, H, contains a 
cycle Cz such that e2, e4 E E(C,) and ( C2 1 > ) H, ( ’ + 1. Let C be the cycle of 
G with E(C)=E(C,)u(E(C,)\{e,f). Then e,,e*EE(C) and 
by (a), since (B: ( B 4; / H, / 3 4, and ( B: / + /H, ( = / G(. This contradicts 
the choice of G and hence we deduce that H, is not a 3-connected graph. 
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Since ID: 1 2 6, it follows that g, is contained in a non-trivial 3-edge cut 
E4 = {g,, h4, k4} of 0:. Let B, and D4 be the components of 0: - E4 with 
e3,f3 E E(D,). Then E4 E 8(G) and B, is also a component of G-Ed. By 
the minimality of ) D, 1 we deduce that E4 does not separate e, and e2 in G, 
and by Proposition 3, e2 # Ed. Thus e2 E E(D,). Furthermore, we may 
assume that E4 has been chosen amongst all the elements of e(D:) which 
contain g,, in order that 1 D,, ( is as small as possible. 
We now return to B: and choose a cycle C3 of BT such that 
e,,g,EE(C,) and IC,I>IB:[‘+l. Since e3 andf, play a symmetric role 
with respect to B,, D,, we may assume without loss of generality that 
f3 E E(C,). Repeating the above analysis with C, replaced by C, we deduce 
that e3 is contained in a non-trivial 3-edge cut E, = {e3, h,, k5} of 0:. Let 
B, and D, be the components of D:- E, with f3, g3E E(D,). Then 
e, E E(D,). Again, we may assume that E, has been chosen amongst all the 
elements of O(D:) which contain e3, in order that (D, 1 is as small as 
possible. 
Since Ed, E, E tl(D:), g, and e3 are both incident with the same vertex 11 
of D:, and DE V(D,) n V(D,), it follows from Lemma 4 that 
V(B,) n V(B,) = 0. Also, by Lemma 3, ( E, n E5 ) d 1. If I E, n E, I = 1, say 
h4 = h5, then { f3, k,, k5} is a non-trivial 3-edge cut of G separating 
D = D, - ( V(B,) u V(B,)) from G - D. Since e, E E(D) and e, E E(G - D) 
this contradicts the initial choice of E, to minimize 1 D, 1. Thus 
E,nE,=@. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Proposition 4. By symmetry 
wemayassumethatIB,I~IB,).ThenIB,I<tID,I.SinceID,I>IB,I~3 
it follows from Lemma 2 and the choice of E, that H,, the cubic (multi)- 
graph homeomorphic to (D:/B,) - e3, is a 3-connected graph. Let e6 and 
e, be the edges of H, corresponding to { f3, g3} and {h, , k5 >, respectively. 
Then E6 = {e,, k,, k4) is a non-trivial 3-edge cut of H, separating B, from 
D,=H,-B,. 
Put B: = H,/D6 and Dt = HJB,. By Lemma 2, Bz and 0: are 3-con- 
netted cubic graphs. Since 10: 1 < I G 1, Dt contains a cycle C, such that 
e2, e6 E E(C,) and I C, I > I DZ I ’ + 1. Relabelling h, and k, if necessary we 
may assume that h, E E(C,). Since ( Bz ( < ( G ( , 82 contains a cycle C5 such 
thate,,h,EE(C,)andIC,I~IBtI’+l.Ife,gE(C,)letCbethecycleof 
G with E(C) = (E( C,) u E( C,) u E( C,))\ { e6}. If e7 E E( C,) choose a path 
P of B, joining h5 and k, and let C be the cycle of G with E(C) = (E(C,) u 
E(C,)uE(C,)uE(P))\(e,, e7). In both cases, e,, e,EE(C) and 
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by(a),since )0,*)24, )B$I&4,and ID,*)+)BtI=)H,)+2.Thus 
ICI >(IGl- IWY+(I&I - I&l)‘+ 1 
>(lGl- l&lY+($ I&I)‘+ 1 since I B, I < 4 ID, 1 
BIGI’+l 
by (b), since ID, I d + I G I. This contradicts the choice of G and completes 
the proof of Proposition 4. 
Armed with Propositions 1,2, 3, and 4 we proceed with the proof of 
Theorem 1. Let u1 and u2 be the vertices incident with e, and let the other 
edges of G which are incident with v, and v2 be e3 and e4, and es and e6, 
respectively. For iE (3, 4, 5,6}, let Fi be the cubic (multi-) graph 
homeomorphic to G - e,. 
Suppose F, is a 3-connected graph. Let f and g be the two edges of F, 
which are not edges of G chosen such that e, is “contained” in J Since 
I F, I < I G 1, Fi contains a cycle C, such that f, e2 E E( C, ) if e, E E( F,), and f, 
gEE(Cr) if e, is “contained” in g, and IC,I 3 IF,]‘+ 1. Clearly C, 
corresponds to a cycle C of G such that e, , e2 E E(C) and 
This contradicts the choice of G and thus we deduce that Fi is not 3-con- 
netted. 
Since ) G ( z 6, it follows that ei is contained in a non-trivia! 3-edge cut 
E,= (et,fit gi> f or all i E { 3,4,5,6). Let B, and Di be the components of 
G - Ei with e, E E(Di). Then I Di I > 3 by Proposition 2. Assuming that Ei 
has been chosen amongst all the elements of O(G) which contain ei, such 
that ( Dil is as small as possible, it follows from Lemma 2 that II,* = G/B, 
and Hi, the cubic (milti-)graph homeomorphic to DT - e;, are 3-connected 
graphs. By Proposition 3, e, 4 Ei, and by Proposition 4, e2 $ E(B,) for all 
ie (3, 4, 5, 6). 
Since E3, E4cz 8(G) and uI E V(D,) n V(D,) it follows from Lemma 4 that 
Y(B,) n V( B4) = 0. Similarly V(B,) n V(B,) = 0. In addition, if E, n 
E, # 0, sayf, =f4, then {e,, g,, g4} E B(G). This contradicts Proposition 3 
and hence E3 n E4 = @. Similarly E, n E, = 0. 
Suppose {B,, B4} n {B,, B6} # 0. By symmetry we may assume 
Bq=B5 and hence E4=E5=(e4,e5,g4}, say. Then E7={e3,e6,g4} is a 
nontrivial 3-edge cut of G separating e, and e,, since B,u (ul, u2) u (e,, 
e.,, e,} is a component of G-E, and e?$E(B,)u {e,,e,,e,}. This con- 
tradicts Proposition 4. Thus {B,, B4} n (B5, B6} = @ and by Lemmas 4 
and 5 it follows that V(B,), V( B4), V(B,), and V(B,) are pairwise disjoint. 
By symmetry we may assume that I B, I + ( B4 I d I B, I + I B, ( , and 
I B, I < I B, I. Consider H, the 3-connected cubic graph homeomorphic to 
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0: - e, and let h and k be the edges of H, corresponding to {e, , e4} and 
{fSr g3}, respectively. The set Es = {h,f4, g4} eO(H3), since B, is a com- 
ponent of H, - Eg, Let D8 = H, - B,. By Lemma 2, 8: = H,/D8 and 
D,* = HJB, are 3-connected cubic graphs. 
Since I Dz 1 < I G 1, 0: contains a cycle C, such that e2, h E E(C,) and 
I C, I 2 ID! 1’ + 1. Relabelling f4 and g, if necessary we may assume that 
f4 E E( C,). Since I Bt I < I G 1, Bz contains a cycle C, such that h, f4 E E( C,) 
and I C31 Z5 I B,*(‘+ 1. If k$ E(C,) let C be the cycle of G with 
E(C) = (E(G) u E(C,) u i e,, e,])\{h]. If ke E(C,) choose a path P of B, 
joiningf, and g, and let c be the cycle of G with- 
E(C)=(E(C,)uE(C,)uE(P)u {el,e4>)\ {k k 
In both cases e,, e, E E(C) and 
IcI2Ic,I+Ic,I-1 
>lD~I’+lB~l’+l 
by (b), since IB,I+IB,I<$IGI and IB,I+1>{(lB31+IBq/). Thiscon- 
tradicts the choice of G and completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. SOME FURTHER CONJECTURES 
Conjecture 1 (Body [2]). There exists a constant c > 0 such that every 
cyclically 4-connected cubic graph G has a cycle of length at least c / G I. 
Conjecture 2 (Fleischner [ 6) ). Every cyclically 4-connected cubic graph 
G has a cycle C such that G - V(C) is an independent set of vertices. 
If true, Conjecture 2 would imply the truth of Conjecture 1 with c = $ It 
follows from a theorem of Tutte [13] that both Conjectures 1 and 2 are 
true for the special case of planar graphs. 
Conjecture 3. For each integer ka2 there exists a constant t(k) >O 
such that every k-connected, k-regular graph G has a cycle of length at 
least 1 G I r(k). 
Jackson and Parsons [9] have constructed infinite families of k-connec- 
ted, k-regular graphs G whose longest cycle has length at most ( G ) s(kJ for 
some s(k), 0 <s(k) < 1. 
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